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Abstract. We propse the one-line search (OLS) method for estimat-
ing the three-dimensional (3-D) model of an object from a sequence of
images where the object is visible from different points of view. The
OLS method estimates each 3-D point through a OLS along the ray
defined by the camera center and its two-dimensional (2-D) image
projection in one view by maximizing a photo-consistency index
built with the other views. The key advantage of the proposed method
is that only one variable is introduced for estimating the sought 3-D
point, whereas approaches for multiview stereo typically exploit multi-
ple epipolar lines and hence require multiple variables. Results with
both synthetic and real data illustrate and validate the proposed
method. © 2013 SPIE and IS&T [DOI: 10.1117/1.JEI.22.2.023019]
1 Introduction
Three-dimensional (3-D) modeling of real objects is a key
problem in computer vision, in particular for augmented real-
ity,1 pose estimation,2 and digital entertainment. Generally,
the existing methods can be classified into pixel-based meth-
ods, which solve the problem mainly in image space, and
voxel-based methods, which solve the problem mainly in
scene space.
In pixel-based methods, feature points are used to com-
pute the dense depth map3–5 of an object by stereo matching
techniques6–8 and to fuse all points on the object.9 Silhouettes
are used to compute visual hull10–12,13 of the object and iter-
atively get an approximation polyhedron.14,15 Also, silhou-
ettes are exploited in Refs. 16 and 17 to recover the
shape of the object through rim reconstruction.
In voxel-based methods, space carving,18–21 level-
sets,22–24 and surface mesh grid optimization25–27 are typi-
cally exploited. These methods start with an initial surface
guess larger than the object to reconstruct, which could be
the visual hull or just a bounding box. In particular, space
carving is used to identify scene surface and carve voxels
that are not consistent with photographs. To this end, photo-
consistency28,29,30 and volumetric min-cut like graph cuts18,31
and geo-cuts32 are exploited. Level-sets are used to carve the
initial space and shrink to the sought object by minimizing
an energy function. In general, the object is implicitly
represented as a zero-level set of a volumetric function.
Last, surface mesh grid optimization is used to refine the
model mesh by using silhouette- and texture-driven
force25 and iteratively minimizing the reprojection errors
at randomly sampled points.26
This paper presents a novel solution for addressing multi-
view stereo object reconstruction. The main idea is to reduce
the problem of estimating the position of each 3-D point to a
one-line search (OLS) in scene space. This is done by para-
metrizing the line where the candidate 3-D point has to lie
according to the information provided by one view and by
determining its position on such a line through the maximi-
zation of a photo-consistency index obtained from the other
views. The proposed OLS method has two main advantages.
The first advantage is that each 3-D point is estimated
through the maximization of a photo-consistency index
that depends on one variable only, whereas approaches for
multiview stereo typically exploit multiple epipolar lines
and hence require multiple variables. The second advantage
is that such a maximization can be simply performed since
the peak of the photo-consistency index with respect to the
variable introduced can be identified very clearly in general.
The proposed method is illustrated and validated by using
synthetic and real data.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
some preliminary definitions and the problem formulation.
Section 3 describes the proposed method. Section 4 presents
the experimental results. Last, Sec. 5 concludes the paper
with some final remarks.
2 Preliminaries
Let us introduce the notation used in the paper. R is the set of
real number. Pn is the set of vectors of Rn with the last entry
equal to 1. AT is the transpose of matrix A. In is the n × n
identity matrix. Ei is the I’th column of I3. kak is the
Euclidean norm of vector a. modða; bÞ means the modulus
after division of a with b.
Denote with Ia the a’th image of the sequence, with Pa ∈
R3×4 the projection matrix of the a’th image, and with Ca ∈
P4 the camera center of the a’th image (in homogeneous
coordinates). Moreover, x ∈ P3 denotes the image projection
(in homogeneous coordinates) on the a’th image of the 3-D
point X ∈ P4 (in homogeneous coordinates) according to the
perspective law
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x ¼ PaX
eT3PaX
: (1)
The multiview stereo object reconstruction problem is as fol-
lows: given a sequence of N images I1; : : : ; IN where an
object is visible from different points of view, estimate
the 3-D model of the object, i.e., a set of 3-D points
X1; : : : ; XM lying on the surface of the object. In the sequel,
consider the case of turntable image sequences, i.e., images
captured under circular motion as shown in Fig. 1, though
the method can be used also in other cases. Moreover, we
will assume that an estimate of the projection matrices
P1; : : : ; PN is available.
3 Proposed Method
The first step of the proposed method consists of extracting
the silhouette of the object in all images of the sequence. This
can be done in various ways, for instance using a level-set
evolution method.33
The second step consists of defining the rim curves as
described in Ref. 16. Specifically, let Ia and If be a pair
of images in the sequence, and let Ca and Cf be their camera
centers. The two planes that pass by Ca and Cf and are tan-
gent to the silhouette of the object are called frontier planes,
and their tangent points with the silhouette of the object are
called frontier points.34 Define the frontier points as X1 and
X2 (generally, each frontier plane touches the silhouette of
the object at one point only, and thus two frontier points
exist). Consider the plane that passes by X1, X2, and Ca.
This plane cuts the object, and the intersection between
the plane, and the object is a planar curve, which is divided
into two segments by the points X1 and X2. The 3-D rim
curve is the segment between these two that is closer to
Ca. This 3-D rim curve projects onto Ia as a straight line,
and onto If as a curve called 2-D rim curve.
The third step consists of estimating the 3-D rim curve. To
this end, the straight line in Ia is sampled to obtain a
sequence of image points called source points. Let xa;j be
the j’th source point in image Ia. Denote the ray defined
by xa;j and the camera center Ca in image Ia as la;j,
whose expression is given by
la;j ¼

Xa;j ∈ P4: xa;j ¼
PaXa;j
eT3PaXa;j
; eT3PaXa;j > 0

: (2)
Parametrize the ray la;j. A simple possibility is according to
la;j ¼ fXa;jðαÞ: α ∈ R; eT3PaXa;jðαÞ > 0g; (3)
where
Xa;jðαÞ ¼ Ua;j þ αVa;j: (4)
In the above expression, Ua;j ∈ P4 represents a generic point
on the line, Va;j ∈ R4 is the direction of the line with the last
entry of Va;j equal to zero, and α ∈ R is a free parameter.
These quantities can be calculated as follows. Define the
matrix
M ¼ NðI3 − xa;jeT3 ÞPa; (5)
where
N ¼

1 0 0
0 1 0

;
and let W be a matrix whose columns form an orthonormal
basis for the null space ofM. Since the size ofM is 2 × 4 and
Pa has full rank, it follows that the size of W is 4 × 2.
Decompose W as
W ¼

W1
W2

; (6)
where W1;W2 ∈ R2×2. In general, W2 is invertible, and in
such a case we can define
Z ¼ WW−12 ¼

W1W−12
I2

; (7)
which provides the sought vectors Ua;j and Va;j as
Ua;j ¼ Z2 Va;j ¼ Z1; (8)
where Zi is the i’th column of Z. If W2 is not invertible, it
must have the form
W2 ¼

c1 c2
c3 c4

; (9)
where c1c4 − c2c3 ¼ 0, moreover c23 þ c24 ≠ 0 since the line
is not at infinity; hence supposing without loss of generality
that c3 ≠ 0, the matrix Z from which the sought vectors Ua;j
and Va;j are extracted can be defined as above by replacing
W−12 with W3 given by
W3 ¼

1∕c3 −c4∕c3
0 1

: (10)
The computed ray la;j contains the sought 3-D point corre-
sponding with the image point xa;j. In particular, the position
on the ray la;j of such a 3-D point is defined by the param-
eter α.
In order to estimate α for recovering the sought 3-D point
corresponding to the image point xa;j on the ray la;j, project
the generic point Xa;jðαÞ onto images close to Ia.
Hence denote a generic image among the selected ones
by Ibi, i ¼ 1; : : : ; R, where Ib1 ; : : : ; IbR are the close
Fig. 1 Multiview stereo object reconstruction from a turntable image
sequence. A sequence of images are taken from different points of
view.
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images that are considered. The projection of Xa;jðαÞ onto
Ibi is given by
xbi;jðαÞ ¼
PbiXa;jðαÞ
eT3PbiXa;jðαÞ
(11)
as illustrated in Fig. 2.
From the image points xbi;jðαÞ, i ¼ 1; : : : ; R, a photo-
consistency index with the source point xa;j can be defined
as
μa;jðαÞ ¼
1
R
XR
j¼1
nccfAaðxa;jÞ;Abi ½xbi;jðαÞg; (12)
where Aaðxa;jÞ denotes an image area of chosen size in
image Ia centered at xa;j, and ncc denotes the normalized
cross-correlation (NCC) score which can be calculated
using Eq. (13). Specifically, let A1ðx1Þ and A2ðx2Þ be
image areas with centers x1 ¼ ðu1; v1; 1ÞT and x2 ¼
ðu2; v2; 1ÞT in images I1 and I 2. Let ð2nþ 1Þ×
ð2 mþ 1Þ be the size of these image areas (in pixels).
Then, the NCC score between A1ðx1Þ and A2ðx2Þ is
given by
ncc½A1ðx1Þ;A2ðx2Þ
¼
P
n
i¼−n
P
m
j¼−m
Q
2
k¼1½fkðuk þ i; vk þ jÞ − γk
ð2nþ 1Þð2 mþ 1Þδ1δ2
; (13)
where fkðuk þ i; vk þ jÞ is the intensity of image I k at pixel
ðuk þ i; vk þ j; 1ÞT ,
γk ¼
P
n
i¼−n
P
m
j¼−m fkðuk þ i; vk þ jÞ
ð2nþ 1Þð2 mþ 1Þ ; (14)
and
δk ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
n
i¼−n
P
m
j¼−m ½fkðuk þ i; vk þ jÞ − γk2
ð2nþ 1Þð2 mþ 1Þ
s
: (15)
Then estimate the 3-D point corresponding to xa;j as the
point on the ray la;j that maximizes the photo-consistency
index μa;jðαÞ. Hence this point is given by
Xa;j ¼ Xa;jðαÞ; (16)
where α is given by
α ¼ arg sup
α
μa;jðαÞ s:t: eT3PaðUa;j þ αVa;jÞ > 0: (17)
This optimization problem can be easily solved since only
one variable is involved, for instance via grid techniques.
Figure 3 shows a typical shape for μa;jðαÞ, where the peak
is clearly defined. Observe that an interval ½αmin; αmax where
confining α in the search for α can be easily obtained by
imposing that the projection of Xa;jðαÞ lies inside the silhou-
ette of the object in all views.
Table 1 summarizes the proposed OLS method. Due to
the object shape, some of the reconstructed 3-D rim curves
may be scattered. Hence, if two successive 3-D rim curves
are too far from each other, it is necessary to insert one or
more new 3-D rim curves between them. To this end, one can
compute the distance of two successive 3-D rim curves (one
in image Ia and another in image Iaþ1) as
max
j;k
kXa;j − Xaþ1;kk: (18)
4 Experimental Results
In this section, we present some results obtained with the
proposed OLS method. In particular, three examples are
reported in this section. For all examples, the camera param-
eters were estimated beforehand.
The first example considers a real turntable sequence (the
claylady). The resolution of each image is 2160 × 1440 pix-
els. Choose sequences with N ¼ 36 images, i.e., a rotation
jax ,
1bI
aC
aI
2bI
)(
, jaX
jal ,
Fig. 2 The generic point Xa;j ðαÞ on the ray l a;j is projected onto views
Ib1 ;Ib2 ; : : : . This ray is defined by the image point xa;j in image Ia
and the camera center Ca of image Ia. The matching scores are
computed among patches in close views. The real 3-D point is the
one whose projected patches have the highest matching scores.
The white point sequence is the sampled source points. xa;j is the
j ’th one among them on image Ia.
Fig. 3 A typical case for the photo-consistency index μa;j ðαÞ. The
maximizer of this function is the quantity α.
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angle equal to 10 deg between any two consecutive images
of the turntable sequence.
The second example considers a synthetic turntable
sequence (the ball-cone model). The ball and the cone are
generated according to
X ¼ XB ∪ XC
XB ¼ fX: x2 þ y2 þ ðz − 90Þ2 ¼ 502 and z ≥ 60g
XC ¼ fX: z ¼ 6ðx2 þ y2Þð1∕2Þ þ 300 and z < 60g: (19)
The 2-D images are obtained with persistence of vision ray-
tracer, which could put artificial textures on the object sur-
face and project to 2-D figures with given camera settings.
There are a total of 21,900 points on the surface and the
image resolution is 1280 × 1024 pixels. Also in this exam-
ple, N ¼ 36 images, i.e., a rotation angle equal to 10 deg
between any two consecutive images of the turntable
sequence.
The third example is a dinosaur image sequence down-
loaded from the Middlebury website.35,36 This sequence con-
sists of 48 photos, which are taken by the cameras located as
a ring around the object, which is not exactly centered in the
ring. The rotation angles between successive images are
roughly equal. A total of 46 images are used. The model sur-
face is smoother and does not have any texture which could
be adjusted to by human naked eyes. The image resolution
is 640 × 480 pixels.
In the case of three views used for reconstructing a rim
curve, i.e., R ¼ 2, the images located right next and left
next to the image Ia, namely Ib1 and Ib2 , are selected
according to the rule
R ¼ 2 ⇒ b1 ¼ modði − 2; NÞ þ 1; a ¼ i;
b2 ¼ modði; NÞ þ 1:
Similarly, in the case of five views, i.e., R ¼ 4, denote with
Ib3 and Ib4 the images located right next and left next to the
images Ib1 and Ib2 , respectively, which are selected accord-
ing to the rule
R ¼ 4 ⇒ b3 ¼ modði − 3; NÞ þ 1;
b1 ¼ modði − 2; NÞ þ 1; a ¼ i
b2 ¼ modði; NÞ þ 1; b4 ¼ modðiþ 1; NÞ þ 1:
Table 2 provides the average, maximum, and minimum val-
ues of the quantity
μa;j ¼ μa;jðαÞ (20)
over all possible a and j for the three examples considered by
using either three or five views for reconstructing a rim
curve. The matching half-window size is 15 pixels for the
dinosaur model and 10 pixels for the other models.
Figure 4 shows the estimated 3-D rim curves for the clay-
lady example using either three or five views to reconstruct
each rim curve. Figure 5 shows the triangulated mesh
Table 1 Proposed OLS method.
Input: sample points of 2-D rim curves in each image
Output: 3-D rim curve points
For each 2-D rim curve r a in image Ia, a ¼ 1; : : : ; N
For each sample point xa;j in the 2-D rim curve r a, j ¼ 1; : : : ; Ma
Compute Ua;j and Va;j which define la;j
Compute αmin and αmax which define the search interval for α
Compute α ¼ arg supα μa;j ðαÞ s:t: eT3PaðUa;j þ αVa;j Þ > 0
Define the estimated 3-D point as X a;j ¼ Xa;j ðαÞ
Loop
Loop
Table 2 Average, maximum, and minimum values of μa;j over all pos-
sible a and j .
Example Number of views Average Maximum Minimum
claylady 3 0.8640 0.9911 0.3244
claylady 5 0.4957 0.8217 0.1925
ball-cone 3 0.7460 0.9910 0.1931
ball-cone 5 0.3730 0.4955 0.0966
dinosaur 3 0.9277 0.9990 0.2616
dinosaur 5 0.8898 0.9986 0.2832
Fig. 4 Reconstructed 3-D rim curves for the claylady example with
(a) three views and (b) five views. Each 3-D rim curve was recon-
structed by corresponding three or five views.
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model37 obtained for the claylady example with 68 3-D rim
curves and 150 slicing planes.
Similarly, Fig. 6 shows the triangulated mesh model
obtained for the ball-cone example with 72 rim curves
and 150 slicing planes. Since the data in this example are
synthetic, the 3-D error of the proposed method can be com-
puted. In particular, Table 3 shows two types of 3-D
Fig. 5 Reconstructed triangulated meshmodel for the claylady exam-
ple with (a) three views and (b) five views. The mesh model was com-
puted according to the relative reconstructed 3-D rim curves in Fig. 4.
Fig. 6 Reconstructed triangulated mesh model for the ball-cone with
(a) three views and (b) five views. The mesh model was computed
according to the relative reconstructed 3-D rim curves for the ball-
cone.
Table 3 3-D error for the ball-cone example.
Error type
Number of
views Average Maximum
Maximum
(90%) Std. Dev.
Type A 3 0.5113 13.7359 1.0248 0.7234
Type A 5 0.5027 5.8658 1.0044 0.6984
Type B 3 0.7100 1.8555 1.0499 0.2586
Type B 5 0.7100 2.0178 1.0497 0.2547
Fig. 7 Projected rim curve with three relative views for the claylady. 3-
D rim points projected to (a) left view, (b) source view, and (c) right
view. One of the 3-D rim curves in Fig. 4(a) was projected back to the
relative images (left view, source view, and right view). Since the 2-D
curves match with one another, the 3-D reconstructed points should
be correct.
Fig. 8 Projected rim curves with five relative views for the ball-cone.
3-D rim points projected to (a) second left view, (b) left view, (c) source
view, (d) right view, and (e) second right view. One of the 3-D rim
curves of the ball-cone model was projected back to the relative
images (two left views, source view, and two right views). Since
the 2-D curves match with one another, the 3-D reconstructed points
should be correct.
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errors:38,39 the distance between a reconstructed 3-D point
and its true value (type A), and the distance between a recon-
structed 3-D point and its nearest point in the cloud of true
points (type B). The column “maximum (90%)” shows the
maximum evaluated over the best 90% reconstructed points,
while the column “std. dev.” shows the standard deviation.
Figure 7 shows the projection of a reconstructed 3-D rim
curve onto different 2-D images of the sequence in order to
evaluate the quality of the reconstruction for the claylady
example.
Similarly, Fig. 8 shows the projection of a reconstructed
3-D rim onto different 2-D images of the sequence for the
ball-cone example.
Last, Figs. 9 and 10 show the projections of two recon-
structed 3-D rim curves onto different 2-D images of the
sequence for the dinosaur example.
5 Conclusion
This paper has proposed the OLS method for estimating the
3-D model of an object from a sequence of images. This
method estimates each 3-D point through a OLS along
the ray defined by the camera center and its 2-D image pro-
jection in one view by maximizing a photo-consistency index
built with the other views. The key advantage of the
proposed method is that only one variable is introduced
for estimating the sought 3-D point, whereas approaches
for multiview stereo typically exploit multiple epipolar
lines and hence require multiple variables. Future work
will consider the introduction of more complex photo-
consistency indexes in the proposed method.
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match with one another.
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